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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Become Street- Arab are not good choice for them, because they don’t have a clear future and 

also because them, many people get many problems. The Street- Arab is the people that made by 

God too and they have same position likes us, but a fortune that make us is different. Now, the 

attention to Street- Arab is still less and doesn’t find any good solving problems. 

The quantity of Street- Arab is increasing day by day, it shows that the future Indonesian 

children condition are very frighten. The children are young generation that will continue 

Indonesian struggle in the future, of course they must have a good ability in SDM. 

In social life, children must have controlling from their parents. But on the fact the Street- Arab 

doesn’t have any controlling from their parents or family so that they can do everything that they 

want without thinking about the other person. Because of that, they are very closer with free sex. 

In this research, the statement problem are: (1) What the factors that supports the Street- Arab to 

do free sex, (2) what the effects ao free sex for Street- Arab that have already done free sex from 

biologist and psychologist. And the purpose of the study are: (1)To know the factor that supports 

the Street- Arab to do free sex, (2) To know the effects ao free sex for Street- Arab that have 

already done free sex from biologist and psychologist. 

The scope of this research is done at Mergosono, Kedungkandang’s Street- Arab and limits the 

study about free sex of Street- Arab. And then the researcher priority to study about factors that 

supports the Street- Arab to do free sex. And also about the effects of free sex from biologist and 

psychologist that is done by Street- Arab. 

This research is done in Mergosono, Kedungkandang, Malang because the researcher have 

already known the Street- Arab. And then the located is near so that it makes easier for the 

researcher to get the data that she needs. The data are primer and scunder. To collect the data, the 

writer used Observation and Interview. 

The result of this study shows that: (1) The factors that supports the Street- Arab to do free sex 

are: first, they have high inagination about sex, their feeling always want to know about sexual 

activities. Sdecond, they are very easier to get information and stimulus from mass media and 

technology, for example: blue VCD, picture, sex magazine and etc. Thirtd, because of their life 

in outside so that they get relation with the people that don’t have good attitude and norm. 

Fourth, they get prostration.(2) The effects of free sex to Street- Arab that have already done free 

sex from psychologist are: First, get dependent on sex, they always want to do that and have a 

high imagination. Second, they loose of religion because of their activities in outside. So that 

they forget to God. Third, they don’t have shied,these keys can be seen from their activities, they 

always tell about their sexual activities to their friends without ashamed and it makes them feel 

happy. Fourth, they feel afraid if there is something happen to them and their girl friends for 



example: pregnant or get sexual diseases. And then from biologist the effects are; from four 

informants, there is one of them that get sexual disease, he gets Kutil (Jengger Ayam) this 

disease, he gets from his girl friends. 
 


